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ike it or not, all of an organi-
zation’s recorded information
is potentially discoverable in a
court-ordered legal discovery
or regulatory investigation.

This means all recorded information
needs to be managed for retention pur-
poses throughout its life-cycle depending
on its legal, regulatory, industry, and busi-
ness value/risk. 
Because records retention compliance

begins with employees who create, receive,
and use records, organizations are search-
ing for ways to make it easier for them to
classify records into the correct retention
categories. 
One solution for helping employees is

Big Buckets 
for Simplifying Records Retention Schedules 

Susan Cisco, Ph.D., CRM

L
Despite these advantages, big bucket

proponents cite difficulties associated with
managing exceptions. Exceptions include
records with event-driven retention
requirements and case-type files made up
of multiple record types that have differ-
ent retention requirements. Project files
that contain contracts, statements of
work, proposals, and deliverables are one
such example. (See sidebar, “The Pros and
Cons of the ‘Big Bucket’ Approach.”) 

This article examines approaches for
managing retention of all an organiza-
tion’s recorded information assets, includ-
ing exceptions, and assesses the progress
toward a standardized approach for using
bigger retention buckets. 

to use a “big bucket” strategy for simplify-
ing records retention schedules by consol-
idating record types related to the same
business function or process and with
similar retention requirements into bigger
retention buckets or record series. 
With fewer buckets resulting in fewer

retention choices, employees and auto-
categorization tools are more likely to clas-
sify information consistently, which
ensures better compliance with an organi-
zation’s record retention requirements.
This, in turn, reduces risks associated with
keeping records too long and reduces costs
for maintaining and responding to e-dis-
covery demands for large volumes of
unneeded records. 
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organized by record type and business
function/process into a preliminary classi-
fication scheme comprised of record
series or buckets. Then, legal research is
conducted to identify relevant federal and
state laws and regulations affecting reten-
tion, which are organized into legal
groups that are related by industry and
subjects. 

Approximately 15 to 20 percent of the
records series or buckets in a schedule will
not have legal or regulatory retention
requirements (budgets and organization
charts, for example), and business or
operational requirements for retention
will have to be defined. The process of
mapping the record series or buckets to
the appropriate legal groups produces the
first draft of the retention schedule. 

The next step is to consolidate the
buckets in the first draft of the retention
schedule into fewer buckets by assigning
the longest retention period (considering
both the legal and business requirements)
among a group of consolidated buckets to
its new bigger bucket. Consolidation into
bigger buckets is a collaborative process
that requires active participation from the
legal, RIM, IT, and key user departments. 

The process can be time-consuming
because many factors must be consid-
ered – the organization’s risk tolerance,
history of litigation, intensity of regula-
tory scrutiny, record volumes, and
resourcing constraints. 

Managing Official Records
An up-to-date retention schedule pro-

tects the interests of an organization and
its stakeholders by ensuring that the offi-
cial business records are kept for as long as
they are needed to meet legal, regulatory,
and operational needs and provides a “safe
harbor” for disposing of outdated infor-
mation. Records and information man-
agement (RIM) professionals became
familiar with the term “safe harbor” when
the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
were amended on December 1, 2006. Rule
37(e) states that, “absent exceptional cir-
cumstances, a court may not impose sanc-
tions under these rules on a party for fail-
ing to provide electronically stored infor-
mation lost as a result of the routine, good-
faith operation of an electronic informa-
tion system.” 

In addition to complying with its
retention schedule, an organization can do
several other things to demonstrate good
faith. Bill Tolson, director of legal and reg-
ulatory solutions marketing for Mimosa
Systems, said this includes establishing
policies, processes, and procedures, includ-
ing for litigation holds; training employees
on the policies and procedures on a regu-
lar basis; understanding its technology
infrastructure, including which systems
automatically delete records and ensuring
that deletions can be overridden when
required for preservation; and adding
infrastructure automation to help in meet-

ing the 37(e) responsibilities.
RIM and IT professionals are begin-

ning to agree that about 100 record series
is a reasonable number of buckets in an
enterprise-wide (even global) retention
schedule for most industries, depending
on an organization’s risk tolerance. 

According to Galina Datskovsky, sen-
ior vice president and general manager of
CA’s information governance business
unit, risk can increase because bigger
buckets may have longer retention peri-
ods. “The right size is a carefully measured
balance between risk of lengthened reten-
tion periods versus the everyday practical
benefit of bigger buckets,” Datskovsky
said.

She said she senses a trend toward big
buckets, driven largely by the need to get a
handle on electronic records. 

“ I am actively recommending the big
bucket approach to my clients,”
Datskovsky said.  “They have achieved
good results where the number of buckets
has not been too few, and retention sched-
ules with around 100 buckets have been
quite successful to date.”

Developing Retention Schedules
When organizations develop a new

retention schedule with big retention
buckets, they must start by identifying the
recorded information assets across the
enterprise in both physical and electronic
formats. Next, the recorded information is

The Pros and Cons of the ‘Big Bucket’ Approach
The potential benefits of big bucket retention schedule categories are compelling:
• Users can more easily manually classify records for retention. Ideally, organizations want to keep end user involvement to a minimum
by using templates, workflows, and automatic categorization tools. When users have to manually classify records, presenting fewer,
better-defined choices is more likely to lead to accurate and consistent selections, less frustrated and more confident users, and simplified
training.

• Correctly classifying records helps mitigate risk from retaining records too long. When users are confident they know how to classify
records for retention correctly, they are more likely to do it consistently, and fewer unnecessary records are retained “just in case.”

• Approvers are more likely to approve dispositions. For organizations that require pre-approval to dispose of records, approvers are more
likely to approve destruction because they have more confidence that users are classifying content accurately and consistently.

• Reduced maintenance lowers the total cost of ownership. Less complexity in a retention schedule requires less training and takes less
time for periodic maintenance, which lowers the total cost of ownership for an organization to maintain its schedule.

• Using this approach provides compelling benefits from the technical perspective. Having fewer buckets improves machine-driven
classification and improves operating efficiencies of document management and enterprise content management (ECM) software
solutions. See “Strategies for Improving Electronic Recordkeeping Performance” in this Hot Topic for more details.



For more detailed information on
developing retention schedules using the
big bucket approach, refer to “How to
Win the Compliance Battle Using ‘Big
Buckets” in the July/August 2008 issue of
The Information Management Journal.

Revising Retention Schedules
When revising an existing retention

schedule, make sure legal research and
business requirements for records reten-
tion are up-to-date. Refreshing the legal
research every 18-24 months is recom-
mended for highly regulated industries. 

The consolidation process for an
existing schedule is nearly the same as for
developing a new schedule; however,
organizations will need to provide cross-
walks (tables indicating the relationship
between two systems or data structures)
to legacy content classified to the old
schedule. Retention codes assigned to
boxes of inactive records in storage or to
documents maintained in enterprise con-
tent management (ECM) systems may
need to be updated to reflect the new, big-
ger retention buckets because destruction
processes usually proceed under the
retention schedule and laws existing at
the time records are destroyed.

Implementing Schedules
Before rolling out the new retention

schedule, a pilot implementation of the
schedule in a select business unit is rec-

ommended to collect feedback from the
people who are actually going to use it. 

The pilot allows the implementation
team to get a sense of how usable and
acceptable the schedule is and to make
any requisite changes before it is shared
with the entire organization.

Managing “Non-Records”
Anecdotal information suggests that

the majority of the information, docu-
ments, records, and content retained by
most organizations is probably unneces-
sary. General Mills, for example, found
that only 5 percent of its recorded infor-
mation is considered to be “official busi-
ness records,” according to
“Implementing Record Retention,” a pres-
entation given by Elliot Gerard at the
Microsoft SharePoint Conference in
Seattle in March.

The most common kinds of informa-
tion unnecessarily retained include dupli-
cates, superseded records, draft versions,
content that has exceeded its retention
period, and orphaned documents from
employees who have left the organization. 

Microsoft, according to Evan Rich-
man’s 2008 presentation “Enterprise
Content Management from Microsoft,”
refers to the large volume of non-records
retained by most organizations as “the long
tail,” a term to describe statistical distribu-
tions in which 80 percent of the effects
come from 20 percent of the causes. 

When the model is applied to records
management, the head or the tall neck
(20 percent) represents the official
records of an organization, and the long
tail (80 percent) represents all the other
recorded information, documents, and
content that have to be managed.

The long tail of recorded informa-
tion requires additional buckets not
included in an organization’s retention
schedule because a schedule applies to
official business records. As evidenced by
the following examples, organizations
frequently are categorizing non-records
into two to four retention buckets.

According to Gerard, General Mills’
records retention approach requires a
“managed state for all assets.” The organ-
ization surveyed 1,330 employees to
determine how many retention cate-
gories would be tolerated, and 682 (51%)
responded. General Mills shaped its non-
record retention periods on the results:

1. General working records (35% of
all information) – Lifecycle is 24
months and is “not renewable,”
which means it cannot be changed
or updated. Examples are informal
communications and team meet-
ing minutes.

2. Business reference records (35% of
all information) – Lifecycle is 36
months and is renewable. Examples
are standards and marketing plans.

The difficulties associated with using the big bucket approach include:
• Records with conditional or event-driven retention requirements need special consideration. In a typical retention schedule, 30-50 percent of
the records series will have event-driven or conditional retention requirements (for example, expiration of a contract + x years). Additional buck-
ets will be needed to properly manage these records because chronological and conditional periods are not easily combined due to potential risk
or extra cost from longer-than-necessary retention. When possible, assign a fixed year or create date to these event-based buckets.

• Permanent records or those with indefinite periods may need to be handled differently.To the extent possible, organizations should replace
the terms “permanent” or “indefinitely” with an actual number of years (say 50 years).

• Managing retention periods for case-type files is more difficult. Case files are usually composed of multiple record types that have
different retention requirements such as personnel files containing benefit, payroll, and medical information.

• Using bigger buckets often result in longer retention periods, potentially increasing costs and risk. The final decision to make a
bigger bucket versus several more granular buckets is risk/cost-based – whether separating specific record types by retention period is
more costly/less risky than keeping them together for the longest retention period.

• Using bigger buckets decreases the amount of descriptive data found in more granular schedules. RIM managers and attorneys often
rely heavily on the descriptive information embedded in granular retention schedules to locate physical records for litigation and reten-
tion purposes. When using an ECM system, organizations can leverage additional metadata such as creation date, creator, role, business
function, and server, so that descriptive information embedded in the retention schedule is not the only metadata available for searching.
Also, powerful search tools offered by Google, Autonomy, and others can be used to enhance findability.
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3. Permanent reference records (25% of
all information) – Lifecycle is “life
of company,” so renewability is
not needed. Examples are con-
sumer contacts and divisional
presentations.

records is still emerging. Some will argue
that in the General Mills examples of
“permanent reference records” and
examples listed for some of the general
working and business reference records
are considered official business records in

training program.” 
Tailoring the training and education is

necessary to meet the needs of various
groups of employees within an organiza-
tion, including new employees, existing
rank-and-file employees, managers, and
supervisors at all levels within the enter-
prise, executives, information technology
managers, and records coordinators. 

Conclusion
A standard practice is emerging for the

use of bigger retention buckets (around
100 categories) for managing official busi-
ness records in retention schedules. This
author predicts that the buckets will get
even bigger (50 or fewer?) as RIM and IT
professionals gain more experience in
implementing ECM systems and users,
including legal professionals, feel more
confident with processes to assign reten-
tion periods to a broader set of official
business records. 

Retention buckets are also needed for
information that does not have record
value (non-records). A pattern of having
two lifecycle states/buckets for non-records
is gaining momentum: one for the
ephemeral content (retention period in
days) and one for work in progress (reten-
tion period in years). An investment in
training and education will be necessary to
ensure employees understand the reten-
tion process and adapt to the simplified
retention rules.

Susan Cisco, Ph.D., CRM, FAI, is a director
in Gimmal Group’s Enterprise Content
and Records Management (ECRM) servic-
es organization. Gimmal Group’s expertise
is focused on helping large enterprises
improve business performance and compli-
ance through the effective planning, imple-
mentation, and integration of ECRM, geo-
graphic information systems, web design,
and user experience. Cisco has more than
25 years of experience as a RIM practition-
er, educator, and consultant. A Certified
Records Manager, Cisco earned a master’s
and a doctorate degree in Library and
Information Science from The University
of Texas at Austin. She may be contacted at
susan.cisco@gimmal.com.

Tailoring the training and education is necessary

to meet the needs of various groups of employees. 
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4. Official business records (mentioned
above is 5 percent of all information)
– Lifecycle is the retention schedule.

In another example, Rohm and Haas
Company established three conceptual
“zones” for managing e-mail messages,
according to Sandra Hostetter in
“Managing E-mail – Finally, An
Enterprise Reality,” a presentation given
at the May 2008 Managing Electronic
Records Conference in Chicago: 

1. Transient information that is no
longer useful and can be destroyed
(automatic delete zone) – disposal
after 60 days for inbox, sent box,
and folders not designated as one of
the other two zones

2. In-progress information (work space
zone) – Each person has 100MB of
space, and the organization is con-
sidering a two-year maximum
retention.

3. Final information (company rec-
ords zone) – retention per reten-
tion schedule.

One of Gimmal Group’s Fortune 200
clients is considering three broad cate-
gories to manage recorded information in
all formats and media: 

1. Non-records – very short retention

2. Transitory content – one to five
years retention

3. Official records – retained per reten-
tion schedule 

These examples suggest that a stan-
dard approach for how to “bucket” non-

most environments. Also there is ambi-
guity around the definition of transient
and transitory information. Nonetheless, a
pattern is emerging, and it has two lifecy-
cle states/buckets for non-records: 

1. Ephemeral, transitory information –
retention limited to hours or days

2. Work in progress – one to three years
retention

Training End Users
To be successful, the big bucket reten-

tion approach needs to be part of an over-
all enterprise content and records manage-
ment strategy. “Big bucket retention
approaches should be built around a keen
insight into the enterprise’s needs and a
refined and tested education program that
reinforces those internal needs,” according
to Thomas Utiger, president of Data
Empowerment Group. 

He suggests that to successfully imple-
ment a big bucket retention approach, it
also needs to be embedded into the enter-
prise’s organizational training systems.
Communication with end users can take
many forms including carefully targeted e-
mail blasts, a strong, well-focused website,
as well as an on-target wiki for records
management resources. Other outreaches
include an online newsletter, interactive
blogs, and periodic, web-based employee
town-hall meetings. 

“However,” Utiger explained, “experi-
ence shows that every other means of
internal promotion and system reinforce-
ment is secondary to an effective, produc-
tive, and on-target formalized internal





Strategies
for Improving Electronic Recordkeeping Performance

by Bruce Miller

he “big bucket” approach
to records retention calls
for a consolidation of dis-
parate retention categories,
so the total number of cate-

gories is drastically reduced. This
approach can result in a reduction from
hundreds – sometimes even thousands –
of categories to just 100 or so. This
reduction in retention categories has
four positive implications on electronic
recordkeeping systems. 

T Two of these are usage factors 
(how the end user interacts with the software):

1. Manual end user classification accuracy will increase.

2. List navigation and selection will be improved.

Two are technical factors (how the software performs):

3. Machine-driven classification will improve.

4. Internal system efficiency will improve.
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The use of big buckets in electron-
ic recordkeeping ultimately means that
classification accuracy will rise, and the
software systems will perform better.

Increasing Manual End User
Classification Accuracy

In an electronic recordkeeping sys-
tem, the accuracy of records classifica-
tion is a vital make-it-or-break-it factor
for a successful system. If the overall
classification accuracy, expressed as the
percentage of total records that are
known to be correctly (accurately) clas-
sified, does not meet an acceptable
threshold (typically in the 80%-90%
range), it is pointless to run disposition
against the records, as the error rate
would be unacceptably high. Too many
records would be destroyed too early or
too late.

Worse still, the sheer overwhelm-
ing volume of electronic records (easily
into the millions in many organiza-
tions) makes it impractical to review,
let alone correct, a high classification
error rate. Hence, it is absolutely critical
that the overall classification accuracy
rate be maintained above the accept-
able threshold at all times.

Most classification in an electronic
recordkeeping system is still done man-
ually, in that the end user has to decide
in which category the record belongs.
This is particularly true of e-mail,
where the user has to decide on the fly
where to store and/or categorize an
e-mail that constitutes a business record. 

The software might present a list of
all categories to choose from or a list of
personalized “most-often-used” cate-
gories. Or, the user might drag an
e-mail/document onto a folder that rep-
resents a category. Regardless of which
technique is used, the fewer the cate-
gories, the easier it is to decide which is
the proper choice, and overall accuracy
of classification is certain to increase. 

For example, suppose an organiza-
tion begins with three similar cate-
gories “Safety – Incidents,” “Safety,
General,” and “Safety – Procedures.” An
e-mail describing a procedure followed

The use of big buckets in electronic recordkeeping

ultimately means that classification accuracy will

rise, and the software systems will perform better.

Even the vertical height of the list slider
in the window margin is thicker and
easier to select and scroll in a window
with fewer items displayed. This trans-
lates to less time and trouble to make
the selection onscreen, contributing to
consistency in selection.

An even greater positive impact of
big buckets would be on the so-called
“tree display.” A hierarchical list of fold-
ers, such as e-mail folders, is displayed
so a given folder can be opened (branch
expanded) to reveal subfolders or
closed (branch collapsed) as the user
navigates up and down the hierarchy.
Tree displays can be rather long and can
take a great deal of branch open-
ing/closing while navigating in order to
examine all the possible choices. Big
buckets mean a smaller tree to display,
resulting in less onscreen navigation,
which facilitates easier, faster end user
selection, which will undoubtedly result
in an increase in overall classification
accuracy.

Improving Machine-Driven
Classification

Some newer electronic recordkeep-
ing software systems and utilities deliv-
er so-called “auto-classification” capa-
bility. The software “reads” the content
of a target e-mail or document, under-
stands the subject of the document,
then classifies it by selecting a retention
category that most closely matches the
document subject. All this happens
without any involvement from the user. 

The success or failure of auto-clas-
sification software ultimately depends
on the classification accuracy it can
deliver – it must be above the cus-
tomer’s acceptability threshold. There is

during a safety infraction could poten-
tially belong in any of the three cate-
gories, undoubtedly leading to classifi-
cation errors as different users interpret
the e-mail as “General,” an “Incident,”
or a “Procedure.” 

An organization following the big
bucket approach might consolidate the
three categories into a single, new, big-
ger bucket, “Safety.” Over time, as users
classify safety-related e-mails and doc-
uments into that single big bucket, the
classification error rate will drop as
users no longer need to pause, carefully
evaluate the original three choices, and
make an educated guess as to the
appropriate category. 

Improving List Navigation and
Selection

Bigger buckets have a rather obvi-
ous positive impact on the theoretical
overall classification accuracy rate by
making the decision easier for the user.
But what about the tool people use to
make this decision? The software
process itself can facilitate the right
decision by making it easier to mechan-
ically translate the mental decision into
a physical selection on their computer
screens. The software’s job is to clearly
and unambiguously present the selec-
tions for review on the screen and
make the process of selecting the
desired category simple, fast, and as
error-free as possible.

A smaller quantity of bigger buck-
ets means smaller lists to select from. In
any Windows-based user interface,
shorter lists are easier to work with. A
shorter list on the screen makes it easi-
er to see all possible choices in a single
window, with less vertical scrolling.
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tables are directly or indirectly linked
to a category in this retention table.
Millions of stored documents are
therefore individually linked, either
directly or indirectly, through their
metadata or some other table to the
retention category.

These links have to be maintained
throughout the life of the documents
as they are stored, moved, modified,
and ultimately destroyed by the
records disposition process. A smaller
overall quantity of retention cate-
gories means the links can be inter-
nally resolved faster and more effi-
ciently. The more links and the greater
the amount of data that must be
indexed and processed for each indi-
vidual operation, the less efficient the
operation. 

The retention disposition process
is particularly computation-intensive.
For each document considered for
destruction, the system must conduct
many checks to determine its eligibili-
ty for destruction (30 or more individ-
ual checks are not uncommon), and
this can take a very long time to
process. Bigger buckets, particularly in
a retention schedule with fewer mathe-
matical branches (broken down into
fewer smaller buckets), will have a dra-
matically positive impact on the over-
all performance of disposition process-
ing – it will run faster and therefore
complete sooner. 

Bruce Miller, founder and president of
RIMtech Inc., is widely regarded as the
inventor of modern electronic record-
keeping software. He founded TrueArc in
1989, where he pioneered ForeMost, the
world’s first commercial electronic
recordkeeping software, and Tarian
Software in 1999, where he pioneered
the world’s first e-records software
engine. Miller, who holds a diploma in
electronics engineering technology and a
master’s in business administration from
Queen’s University, now consults widely
on electronic recordkeeping technology
implementation. He may be contacted at
bruce.miller@rimtech.ca.

no doubt that big buckets will dramati-
cally increase the classification accuracy
of this emerging technology. The reason
is precisely the same as with human clas-
sification – fewer choices mean less inter-
pretation, which translates to higher
accuracy of selection. 

Internally, auto-classification soft-
ware establishes “confidence levels”: for
each decision it makes, it establishes how
confident it is that the decision was cor-
rect, as compared to a known accurate
reference decision. The customer can
then establish arbitrary confidence
thresholds that determine if the selection
should be rejected or accepted, based on
the internal confidence. 

For instance, if the confidence is less
than 80 percent or “somewhat uncer-
tain,” a user might wish to route the deci-
sion to an expert for review and possible
manual correction. If the confidence level
is less than 50 percent or uncertain, the
user might wish to reject the decision
entirely and instead manually classify it. 

Big buckets mean few categories to
choose from. It will be more obvious to
the software which category is the correct
choice, and the confidence of the deci-
sions will rise accordingly. Not only will
overall classification accuracy increase,
but the rejection level of uncertain choic-
es will drop, resulting in less administra-
tive overhead.

Improving Internal System
Efficiency

Electronic recordkeeping today is
largely delivered as a capability within
document management (DM) or its
more sophisticated version, enterprise
content management (ECM), software
solutions. The use of big buckets will

ultimately make the recordkeeping
operations of such systems internally
more efficient. 

At their core, these DM/ECM sys-
tems are sophisticated database sys-
tems that organize themselves internal-
ly into a series of databases, or tables.
All documents must be assigned meta-
data that specifies, among other things,
the type of document (document or
content type), security access privi-
leges, date stored, author, subject, and
many more possible data elements.
These data elements are stored in a
database as tables. 

These tables, and even the docu-
ment content itself, are indexed for
fast searching and retrieval. The tables
and the data within them are related to
each other in ways that allow powerful
access to and manipulation of the
data. For instance, users can easily
access all documents submitted by a
specified author and change the secu-
rity level of all those documents in a
single operation.

All DM/ECM systems are organ-
ized at their most basic level by docu-
ment type (a metadata field) and fold-
er. Where the system’s recordkeeping
capability has been fully and appropri-
ately used, all folders (with the excep-
tion of some non-records) are linked
to a retention category. 

For example, all documents in the
folder “Safety” and/or all documents
where “Subject = Safety,” and/or
“Document Type = Safety,” or perhaps
all documents where “Author = Jane”
and “Department = Safety,” would be
categorized against the official “Safety”
category from the retention schedule.
Many of the system’s internal database

Bigger buckets ... will have a dramatically

positive impact on the overall performance of

disposition processing.







eveloping any records
retention schedule inevit-
ably involves a series of
compromises. The goal is
to produce a document

that is comprehensive, yet intuitive, easy-
to-use, and reasonably brief. These sound
like simple goals, but in practice, they pose
formidable challenges. Chief among them
is the distillation process. 

An organization may have hundreds
or thousands (or even tens of thousands!)
of individual record types in use at any
one time, and if the records retention
schedule is to be usable, it will neces-

sarily distill these individual record types
into a smaller number of categories, or
record series.

If it does not, end users will be faced
with a very large schedule and far more
choices than they can reasonably wade
through. The result will be either
increased inaccuracy in classification or,
perhaps more likely, the schedule won’t be

used at all.
The question then is, “How many cat-

egories are really needed?” Recently, the
“big bucket” approach to reducing the
number of retention categories has gained
considerable traction. The rationale for big
buckets is a simple one – fewer buckets
mean fewer classification choices, less time
spent making choices, more accurate
choices, and happier end users. Taken by
itself, this is indeed a very appealing
rationale. 

Unfortunately, it can’t be viewed in a
vacuum – there are other things
to be considered – particularly

Legal Implications
for Using Big Buckets

By John Montaña, J.D.

D
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issues related to litigation and global com-
pliance. 

Large vs. Small: Trade-Offs
The tension between big and small

buckets involves a series of trade-offs.
Fewer, larger buckets mean a sim-

pler schedule. This, in turn, yields ease
of use – the number of choices that
users must make when classifying an
item is small, and the choices are rela-
tively clear and easy to make.

But along with these benefits come
longer retention periods because the
entire bucket gets the longest retention
period applicable to any single item
within it. Very large buckets, therefore,
may mean very long retention periods
and larger volumes of records and data
to manage. When an organization
becomes involved in litigation, those big
buckets may equal big costs when it
comes time to produce records.

Smaller buckets reduce retention
periods – the smaller the bucket the
more nearly it can approach the small-
est permissible retention period for its
members. But this comes at the cost of
additional complexity and length for
the schedule itself. There are also poten-
tially more errors in classification
because end users have more choices to
make – and more difficult choices –
when classifying an item.

A second issue is the increased dif-
ficulty of finding things when needed.
Using fewer buckets is very appealing
from the standpoint of end-user ease.
However, if the number of individual
documents or data objects placed with-
in any bucket is large – and in a large
organization it will be large – actually
finding any one of them later may be
problematic indeed. Thus, according to
Art Bellis, sales manager for OmniRIM
Solutions, “If you don’t take the nega-
tives of the big bucket approach
into account in your planning, you’re
going to solve one problem and create
another.”

According to Bellis, organizations
can’t stop at just the bucket. Those
going the big bucket route will need

other tools for finding records. Those
tools include all of the standard search
tools – indices and data structures, key-
words, and other metadata. 

Thaddeus Bouchard, chief technol-
ogy officer for Omtool Ltd., offers a
similar assessment. Regardless of bucket

size, his clients employ not only the
standard tools, but also a wide variety of
metadata (e.g., sender, recipient, e-mail
address, indexing, and even such things
as printer identification), as well as full-
text search capability to facilitate docu-
ment identification and recovery.  

All this points to a common misper-
ception about using the big bucket reten-
tion strategy – that it helps organizations
avoid the need for granular classification.
Organizations using big buckets don’t
avoid that, they simply do it someplace
other than the retention schedule. If they
don’t, they can’t locate their records when
they need them.

One Size Doesn’t Fit All
Bellis and Bouchard also agree on

another point – big buckets aren’t nec-
essarily the best solution for every situ-
ation, even when part of an organiza-
tion’s records may be suited to big buck-
et retention. Nor is there one best mix of
large and small buckets. According to
Bouchard, “There are a great many vari-
ations in bucket size depending on the
needs and capabilities of the organiza-
tion.”

Environmental records, for exam-
ple, do not lend themselves to being
grouped together in a big bucket. In the
United States, legal retention periods
for the various kinds of required
records range from as few as three years
to as many as 50 or more years, and risk

management considerations may
require retention of some of them for
much longer. A single big bucket for
environmental records, then, would
have a retention period of at least 50
years and probably more, notwith-
standing that most of the records in the

bucket could properly be destroyed
within six years or less. In other coun-
tries, other types of records, including
personnel records and financial records,
pose similar problems.

Global Retention Requirements
Any multi-national organization

will face another version of this issue.
Legally mandated retention periods for
common business records vary dramat-
ically around the world. Payroll records,
for example, are subject to require-
ments ranging from as few as two years
to as many as 50 years, depending on
the jurisdiction. Therefore, rolling up
all jurisdictions worldwide into a single
retention schedule driven by the longest
single requirement for each bucket will
result in a schedule with a great many,
very long retention periods for vast
quantities of records. Bigger buckets
exacerbate the problem. 

Most organizations tackling the issue
of a multi-national records retention
schedule carve out a series of small buck-
ets, some of them country-based, to avoid
excessively long retention periods.

Global Privacy Requirements
Another issue that conflicts with

the big bucket approach is faced by
organizations operating in the
European Union or other places that
have adopted similar privacy legisla-
tion. That legislation imposes strict

When an organization becomes involved in

litigation, those big buckets may equal big costs

when it comes time to produce records.
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rules on the management of personal
information about employees, cus-
tomers, and others. Increasingly, those
rules include maximum retention peri-
ods, often very short ones, after which
personal information legally cannot be
retained. 

The data subject to these require-
ments is often very narrowly defined,
and the retention period may poten-
tially conflict with other laws affecting
personal information, such as payroll
and benefits administration. Because
the big bucket approach inherently
results in conservative retention peri-
ods, an organization employing it may
find itself having to carve out a series of
exceptions to deal with personal infor-
mation governed by short-period pri-
vacy laws.

That is not to say that big buckets
are never a viable solution. Small or
simple organizations may do just fine
with a few basic retention categories,
and organizations in low risk and non-
litigious fields may find very conserva-
tive retention periods and their associ-
ated higher storage costs for records
and data acceptable if they can find a
way to tackle any data privacy issues
they may face.

Software Considerations
Organizations employing some

kinds of data management software
with limited records retention capabil-
ity may have no choice – it’s either big
buckets or no buckets at all. Both
Bouchard and Bellis note that a signifi-
cant percentage of their clients use the
big bucket approach for all or parts of
their records. Bellis observes, however,
that big bucket retention is often lay-

ered over very granular multi-level index-
ing and is used in conjunction with other
search and management tools. 

Bouchard’s clients often employ a
complex mix of records management
or document management software,
metadata capture, and text searching,

often including standard indices and
keywords. In both cases, retention is
simply applied at a higher tier in the
index system than it might otherwise
be, resulting not in fewer buckets but
instead in many buckets with the same
– and longer – retention period and
captured within some broader heading.

The bottom line is that big buckets
aren’t a shortcut that allows organiza-
tions to avoid the necessity of indexing,
metadata capture, and other basics of
managing and retrieving records.
Business needs, regardless of records
retention considerations, will drive the
necessary level of detail to which
records are indexed, the kinds of meta-
data captured, and the other retrieval
tools needed for effective records man-
agement. 

Financial analysis will determine
whether the additional storage costs
and litigation risks incurred with big-
ger buckets adequately offset costs
avoided by the simplification of the
retention schedule. The size of the
buckets themselves will ultimately be
determined by analyzing all of these
factors and deciding the extent to
which the tail will be allowed to wag
the dog. Many organizations will
decide that for at least some of their
records, big buckets will not yield
acceptable results, and big buckets will
yield to small buckets or a mixture of
big and small buckets. 

Not a Panacea, but Worth
Investigating

In view of all of this, the big buck-
et approach shouldn’t be viewed as a
panacea; nor should it be viewed as not
worth investigating. Rather, it should
be viewed as one of many tools poten-
tially available to drive a records man-
agement and records retention pro-
gram closer to an optimal state. The
key to determining whether it is the
appropriate solution in any situation
lies first in the recognition of some key
factors:

• It isn’t an either/or question of big
versus little buckets – a bucket can
range from exquisitely small to
enormously large if circumstances
warrant, and an organization can
have any mixture of buckets with-
in this range that meets its needs.

• Any bucket size, or mixture of
bucket sizes, incurs some costs
and risks and avoids others.

• Bucket size does not drive the use
of, nor is it a substitute for data
structures, indexing, keywords,
metadata capture, and other find-
ing aids.

• Bucket size may be driven by
external factors such as technolo-
gy limitations or poor organiza-
tion of legacy collections.

The key to choosing bucket size
wisely is to understand how these fac-
tors apply within an organization and
choosing buckets that make sense, are
achievable, minimize costs and risks,
and comply with applicable law.  

John C. Montaña, J.D., is a principal
of The PelliGroup Inc., a records and
information management (RIM) con-
sulting firm. He has authored three
books and dozens of articles and is a fre-
quent speaker on a variety of RIM issues,
including retention scheduling, legality
of information storage media, regulatory
compliance, and litigation and discovery.
He may be contacted at jcmontana@
pelligroup.com.

Bucket size does not drive the use of, nor is it

a substitute for data structures, indexing, key-

words, metadata capture, and other finding aids. 
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